
Product
This brochure outlines the features of
the Alkortop mechanically fastened
roofing system: Alkortop F.

Alkortop F is a single ply reinforced
membrane of thermoplastic polyolefin
(TPO), a non-plasticised roof covering
which provides excellent watertight-
ness in all conditions.

With a light coloured top surface and
a grey underside, it provides an
attractive, smooth and robust finish,
suitable at any height or roof slope.

It can be used on warm or cold roofs
in a wide variety of conditions and is
also well suited to ballasted or inver-
ted main roofs.

Alkortop F,mechanically fastened roof
covering is recommended for its
simplicity of installation,durability and
strength.When fixed,the material
retains its flexibility at normal external
temperatures.

Description
Alkortop F is supplied in 1050mm
wide rolls and 1.2mm or 1.5mm
thicknesses.

Alkortop F is supplied complete with
coated metal angles,cover strips,
etc., to suit the particular requirements
of the scheme.

Application
The unique flexibility of Alkor mem-
branes means that they are ideal for
difficult 3-dimensional detailing,such
as corners,intersections,penetrations,
etc.,as well as ensuring dimensional
stability over large and complex
roofing areas.

Alkortop F membrane is rolled out
onto the clean substrate and fixed
through into the substrate with propri-
etary fastening plates and screws.The
follow-on roll is laid alongside to
overlap by 100mm.The edge of the
follow-on roll is hot air welded to the
previous rol l to provide a clean
homogenous seal. (Details of typical
fixing regimes are outlined overleaf).

The single skin membrane can be
formed into a variety of shapes and
bonded to preformed metal angles
fixed directly to the substrate.This
enables the most complex junctions to
be sealed.

Before commencing the Alkortop F
installation,the roof substrate must be
free of irregularities,water,debris etc.,
and the loading capaci ty and
strength of the substrate must be veri-
fied by the contractor.

Pull out tests should be carried out
where the capacity and nature of the
substrate is in doubt.

Company Profile
Alkortop single ply membranes have
been developed over 10 years by
SOLVAY,Europe ’s 12th largest chem-
ical company and the 18th largest in
the world,which has the largest calen-
dering facility in Europe.

At SOLVAY,3,000 qualified staff are
engaged on a continuous programme
of product development and improve-
ment, ensuring that the Alkor range of
waterproofing membranes evolve
through a process of practical experi-
ence and advanced technical
research.

SOLVAY,is a multinational chemical
and plast ics company based in
Belgium, employing 33,000 people
in 44 countries.
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A quick and effective roofing method for all buildings
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Protection Layer
Where rough substrate surfaces cannot
be avoided,an Alkorplus protective
fleece 81009 should be loose laid over
the substrate to ensure that no damage
occurs to the Alkortop membrane.

Separation layer on fresh
bitumen
Alkortop roofing membranes are free
of plasticiser and therefore do not
require any separation layer when
installed on mineral wool, polystyrene
or polyurethane. On freshly produced
bituminuous substrates (e.g. bitumen
faced insulation) a 300 g/m2 Alkor-
plus polyester separation layer is
required. 

Thermal Insulation
The type and location of the thermal
insulation is a fundamental considera-
tion of any roof specification; to
ensure stabil i ty,compliance with
Building Regulations,and to avoid
condensation build-up. 

Thermal insulation located directly
below Alkotop F must be dimensional-
ly stable,inflammable and able to
withstand loads of 0.06N/mm2.

Where regular access is required over
the Alkortop roof,obtain details of the
compressive strength of the insulation
layer.Insulation boards in two or more
layers must be staggered and tightly
butted.Where regular access is
required,walkways are recommended.

The use of thermal insulation must be
subject to approval by the specific
insulation manufacturer and our tech-
nical department will be pleased to
offer advice on appropriate materials.

Vapour Control Layer
Depending on the building use and
roof construction,an Alkorplus 81012
vapour control layer should be
provided on the warm side of the roof
bui ld up. We recommend that
condensation calculations be carried
out to ensure the correct placement of
the insulat ion and the Alkorplus
vapour control layer.

To achieve a complete vapour check,
the Alkorplus 81012 must be sealed
at all roof penetrations and abut-
ments,etc.. Experience shows that
proprietary fixings through the vapour
control layer are self-sealing,maintain-
ing the integrity of the vapour check.

Alkortop F roofing membrane colour 91748

Thickness Width Weight Roll length Roll weight

1,2mm 1050mm approx. 1,37kg/m2 25m approx. 36kg

1,5mm 1050mm approx. 1,71kg/m2 20m approx. 36kg

Typically, Alkortop F may be installed as follows:

Warm Roof
Profiled metal sheets must be at least 0.7mm thick and be designed,
manufactured and installed to current design criteria and statutory
requirements.

Cold Roof
Fixings are not required to penetrate through to the main structure in
normal conditions although they must extend a minimum 2mm beyond
the substrate.

The timber substrate must be 25mm t&g treated timber or 22mm ply-
wood and comply with BS 5268:Pt2:1991.Variations to this must be
checked with Alkor’s technical department.

All treated timber in contact with Alkortop must be treated with salt
based preservative and be free of splinters,ruts,distortion,etc... Nail
heads must be punched
below the surface of the
substrate so that the finished
surface has no protrusions.
Jointing tolerances between
substrate panels must not
exceed 3mm.

Alkortop F membrane

Thermal insulation

Metal deck

Alkorplus vapour
control layer

Alkortop F membrane

Timber substrate

Joists

Insulation

Vapour control layer

Air flow

overlap 100 mm

10 mm 50 mm

min. 2 mm

Figure 1: Typical fixing



Workmanship
Please note that Alkortop F is supplied
complete with accessories,angles,
etc... The preformed metal angles are
known as Alkormetal. Do not use non-
proprietary products with the Alkortop
membrane.

Laying out the Roof
A roll of Alkortop F is set out and rolled
out over the roof.Fixing plates are laid
out along the edge,making sure that
these are at least 10mm from the edge
and at least 200mm apart.The roofing
installer then screws through the fixing
plate,through the membrane and into
the substrate (see fig 1 ).

The follow-on layer is positioned to
ensure a minimum 100mm overlap.
The installer then hot air welds the
overlap. All edges must be clean and
dry to ensure a perfect homogenous
bond. For further details refer to the
Alkortop welding guide.

Fixing
A wind load calculation in accor-
dance with BS 6399:Pt2:1997 must
be carried out to assess the type,size
and number of fixings. Alkortop F must
be continuously f ixed at roof
edges,upstands and abutments, (and
valleys less than 174°). At parapets
we recommend either the overlap fix-
ing details shown in fig 2 or the use of
a proprietary Alkormetal angle,as
shown in fig 3. Both details ensure that
a watertight junction is formed in a
neat, straightforward manner.

Upstands
To form upstands with Alkor ’s proprietary
preformed angles,the coated Alkormetal
is fixed through to the substrate at
200mm intervals, ending no more than
50mm from Alkormetal joints. The
Alkortop F membrane is laid to overlap
and is hot air welded to the Alkormetal to
form a sealed and secure edge. There
must be a 5mm gap between adjoining
Alkormetal sections to allow for thermal
movement.Before laying the Alkortop F
membrane,Alkor separating tape is laid
over the open Alkormetal joint and a strip
of Alkortop,200mm wide,is welded over
the top to bond to the metal on each
side.The Alkortop F roofing is then laid
over as normal,(see fig 4 ). The upper
edge of every upstand must be watertight
and windtight.These are critical details and
our technical department will be pleased to
offer advice on the correct specification,
detailing and workmanship.

Product Testing Requirements Average Units
Data to DIN production values

16726 1.2mm 1.5mm

Tensile 5.6 L   >800 867 1140 N/50mm
strength C - VI T  >800 842 956 N/50mm
membrane

Elongation 5.6 L   >400 590 650 %
C - VI T  >400 620 650 %

Tear strenght 5.8.1 L   >120 179 172 N
T   >120 200 207 N

Puncture tear UEAtc L   >250 450 470 N
strenght UEAtc T   >250 380 395 N

Lamination 5.9 >100 210 270 N/50mm
strenght

Shrinkage 5.13 ILI   >0,5 - 0,2 - 0,1 %
(6h/80°) ITI >0,5 - 0,2 - 0,4 %

Cold crack 5.14 no perforation no no –
performance perfo- perfo-
(tested at -40°C) ration ration

Vapour 5.15 – 135.000 135.000 –
diffusion
resistance (µ)

Alkortop F
Movement joint

Hot-welded Alkortop butt strap
Alkormetal angle

Separating layer
Fixings

Figure 2

Figure 4: Typical setting out

Table 2: Alkortop 35085 Product data

Figure 3



Materials/Components
To bond Alkortop F to roof pene-
trations and edge details,there is a
range of system components avail-
able,to which Alkortop F can be hot
air welded, to provide a complete
seal. Where an homogenous seal
cannot be provided,we recommend
the use of upstand details and pipe
collar flashings. Where possible, there
should be at least 300mm distance
between upstands, penetrations, abut-
ments, edges, etc., to ensure that
adjacent Alkormetal angles can be
positioned without overlapping.

Parapets
Alkortop F must be hot air welded to
proprietary Alkormetal parapet cap-
pings and trims.Joints in Alkormetal
must be sealed with a strip of separat-
ing tape and covered with a welded
butt strap of Alkortop,(as described
on page 4),before install ing the
Alkortop F upstand details.

Water outlets fixings
Water outlets, as well as air vents,
etc., need to be mechanically fixed
to the substrate.

Rainwater Outlets
The position of internal outlets and the
direction of falls should ensure that
rainwater is directed off the roof area
as efficiently as possible, (see Detail
1). Alkormetal trims provide a straight-
forward and effective detail.

Eaves
Roof edges must be sealed to prevent
wind uplift and to seal the structure
from water ingress. Fix proprietary
Alkormetal f lashings, (as Detai l
2),and hot weld Alkortop F to the
sur face to provide a minimum
150mm overlap. Flashings are suit-
able for profiled metal roofing as well
as for the standard eaves as shown.

Finish roof sections before
continuing
A roof section should be completely
finished incl. details before installing
membrane on another part of the
roof, as welding on exposed Alkortop
membranes can involve time-con-
suming cleaning.

Technical Guidance
Please consul t Alkor’s Technical
Design Manual for additional detail
drawings or consult our technical
department for assistance.

Alkortop water outlet

Alkortop F
membrane

Fixing(s)

Alkormetal

Alkortop F membrane

Vapour control layer

Insulation

Alkortop F warm roof

Detail 1: Typical outlet

Detail 2: Typical eaves
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ALKOR DRAKA LTD.
Axis 5
Rhodes Way
WATFORD, HERTS
WD24 4TN
Great Britain
Tel: 01923/24 95 11
Fax: 01923/22 74 27

SPRA
Working flat out

General Comments
Please ensure compliance with the fol-
lowing guidelines:

- BBA
- Building Regulations
- BS 6229 1982 Flat roofs with con-
tinuous supported coverings

- BS 6399 Wind Load Calculation
- all other current statutory regulations,
good practice guidelines, codes of
practice and relevant directives

- the detailed product information and
instructions for execution of particu-
lar details issued by ALKOR DRAKA
Ltd (UK) concerning Alkortop F

- the installation instructions issued by
manufacturers or suppliers of other
materials and accessories used in
the construction of the roof

- Health and Safety regulations, CDM
Regulations,etc

- Condensation risk analysis

Compatibility
- Alkortop membranes must not come
into contact with Alkorplan or Alkorflex
membranes

- the surface to receive Alkortop F
must be clean,dry and free of irregu-
larities,sharp edges,etc., such that
the membrane cannot be damaged

- all treated timber in contact with
Alkortop F must contain only salt
based preservative

- Store rolls parallel and in original
packing where possible.Do not
stack in cross form nor put weight
onto individual rolls.

Full details of ALKORTOP chemical stability results are available on request. November 2002

This manufacturer’s instruction manual applies to the mechanical fixing of Alkortop membrane on different substrates in the U.K. For the loose laying of Alkortop membranes,
there is a specific installation system developed which should be referred to for correct detailing.The information contained in this brochure is based on current knowledge at
the time of writing and may be subject to change without notification. Nothing contained herein may be taken as permission to use or apply our products without observing
existing patents, certificates, legal regulations, national and local rules and guidelines, technical approvals or technical specifications or the rules and practices of good
workmanship for his/her profession. 

The purchaser should verify whether import, advertising, packaging, labelling, composition, possession, ownership and the use of our products or the commercialisation of them
are subject to special territorial rules. He/she is the sole person responsible for notifying and advising the end user. Because not all conditions are described herein, our
technical department must be consulted on specifics of each scheme. Where our technical department have not been consulted, we cannot accept any liability for difficulties
and faults that might arise in conception, design, safety, execution or maintenance. In the case of negligence on the part of the purchaser, specifically with reference to rules,
regulations and duties, we will disclaim all responsibility.

Over 140 million square metres of Alkor Waterproofing Membrane have been
laid worldwide, over the past 25 years. In the UK, Alkor have been operating
since 1981, and have yet to receive a claim for failure of membrane or system.
This document sets out the Guarantees and Assurances that support Alkor mem-
branes and accessories.

The principal strength lies in the parent Company - Solvay - which was estab-
lished in 1861, and is now a major force in the Chemical, Plastics and Health
Industries. Solvay has an unbeaten record of quality in development and manu-
facture, and an enviable reputation for the reliability of its products.

Solvay are the 2nd largest producer of PVC in Europe and
the 3rd largest in the world and are the largest producer of
calendered PVC and PVC waterproofing membranes in
Europe. Alkor Draka Ltd issue full 10 year material and acces-
sory replacement Guarantees.

ALKOR DRAKA & Cie is Approved to ISO 9001 for
Research, Production and Distribution of Alkor waterproofing
membranes.

Alkor Roofing Membranes are assessed by The British Board
of Agrement for a life in excess of 25 years.

Alkor Technicians inspect installations and, in conjunction with
the approved contractors, issue Certificates of Assurance,
covering Materials, Accessories, Systems and Installation
where required.

SPRA
Working flat out

GUARANTEE OF QUALITY
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Mechanically fastened Polyolefin roofing

Alkortop membrane

Alkor metal angle

Alkortop membrane

Insulation

Vapour control layer

BENEFITS

•Quick and economical to lay

•Safe and clean to install

• Flexible

•Environmentally safe

•Non-degradable

•Puncture resistant

•Resistant to common air
pollutants

•Highly chemical resistant

•FAA Fire Rating

•Suitable for roof planting

•Recyclable

•Manufacturing unit assessed
to ISO 9001

Detail 1: Typical external abutment
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